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LEGAL/FINANCIAL & ACCESS

IN THIS SECTION YOU WILL FIND: MAINLY GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES RESPONSIBLE FOR ELIGIBILITY FOR VARIOUS SERVICES, LEGAL NEEDS AND THEIR FUNDING. THEY ARE THE GATEWAY ESSENTIAL FOR SERVICES AND INCOME ASSISTANCE.

ALLEGAN COUNTY COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH (CMH)

- ACCESS TO BEHAVIORAL HEALTH (DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES AND MENTAL ILLNESS), SUBSTANCE ABUSE, YOUTH & FAMILY SERVICES
- APPLIED BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS SERVICES

ELIGIBILITY
MEDICAID OR MI CHILD
SOME PRIVATE INSURANCE (CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION)

FEES
NONE

CONTACT INFO
- MAIN OFFICE: (269)673-6617
- CUSTOMER SERVICES: (269)686-5124
- Website: www.accmhs.org
- Email: customerservices@accmhs.org
- 24 HOUR CRISIS LINE (269)673-0202
- COUNTY SERVICES (269)673-3384
LAKESHORE REGIONAL ENTITY (LRE)

PROVIDES A PUBLIC BEHAVIORAL HEALTH PLAN FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH MENTAL ILLNESS, DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE DISORDERS. MANAGES THE SERVICES PROVIDED UNDER CONTRACT WITH MDHHS. ALLEGAN COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH IS ONE OF THE FIVE CMHSP’S THAT MAKE UP THE LRE.

CONTACT INFO

- 1-800-897-3301
- 5000 HAKES DR STE. 250, NORTON SHORES, MI
- Website: www.lsre.org

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES (MDHHS)

- MEDICAID APPLICATION
- CASH ASSISTANCE
- HOME HELP/CHORE SERVICES
- ADULT & CHILDREN SERVICES
- SAFETY & INJURY PREVENTION
- KEEPING MICHIGAN HEALTHY

ELIGIBILITY
INCOME BASED

FEES
NONE

CONTACT INFO

- (269)673-7700
- Website: www.MICHIGAN.GOV/MDHHS
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION (SSA)

- SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME (SSI)
- SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY INCOME (SSDI)
- SOCIAL SECURITY APPLICATION & ASSISTANCE

ELIGIBILITY
DETERMINED BY APPLICATION

FEES
NONE

CONTACT INFO
- 1(800)772-1213
- Website: www.SSA.GOV
- HOLLAND OFFICE- 657 HASTINGS AVE, HOLLAND, MI: 1(866)763-2632

ALLEGAN COUNTY PROBATE COURT

- GUARDIANSHIP APPLICATION OR REMOVAL OF A GUARDIAN
- CONSERVATORSHIP
- DECEDEANT’S ESTATES

ELIGIBILITY
SEVERE DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITY & LIMITED OPTIONS

FEES
COURT COSTS

CONTACT INFO
- (269)673-0250
- Website: http://cms.allegancounty.org/sites/Office/Probate/SitePages/Home.aspx
LEGAL ASSISTANCE CENTER

LEGAL ASSISTANCE STAFF CAN HELP VISITORS USE THE MICHIGAN LEGAL HELP WEBSITE TO GAIN INFORMATION ON HOW TO REPRESENT THEMSELVES IN SIMPLE CIVIL LEGAL MATTERS

CONTACT INFO
- 113 CHESTNUT ST. ALLEGAN, MI 49010
- HOURS: MON-THURS 8:30-5:00PM - CLOSED FOR LUNCH
- (269)686-5221
- Website: www.michiganlegalhelp.org

DISABILITY RIGHTS MICHIGAN

DRM is an advocacy organization. Their staff includes attorneys and advocates who are dedicated to advancing the human and civil rights of individuals with disabilities. DRM allies with the civil rights community to make progress in Michigan. DRM’s focus areas are: abuse/neglect, education, employment, voting rights, and access to services.

CONTACT INFO
- (800) 288-5923
- Website: www.DRMich.org
COMMUNITY INTEGRATION

IN THIS SECTION YOU WILL FIND: A SNAPSHOT OF PROGRAMS, CLUBS, ORGANIZATIONS AND MUNICIPALITIES THAT OFFER FUN AND RECREATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES IN OUR COMMUNITY

THE ARC OF ALLEGAN COUNTY

- 269-673-8841
- Email: info@arcallegan.org
- Website: www.arcallegan.org

SPECIAL OLYMPICS OF ALLEGAN COUNTY (AREA 12)

- LOCAL COORDINATOR - JEFF GRABBER
- Email: jgrabber@alleganps.org

SPECIAL FRIENDS OF NORTHEAST ALLEGAN CO.

THIS GROUP MEETS APPROXIMATELY 3 TIMES A MONTH (MONDAY NIGHTS) DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR AT THE MOLINE CHRISTIAN SCHOOL. THE GROUP ListENS TO BIBLE STORIES, PARTICIPATES IN A CRAFT AND ENJOYS A SNACK TOGETHER.

CONTACT INFO

1. (616)877-4132 - MARGE COOK (LEADER)
2. (616)406-7771 - DEB ROSE (LEADER)
INDIAN TRAILS CAMP

THIS CAMP OFFERS DAY AND SUMMER CAMPS THAT WELCOME CAMPERS 5 YEARS OLD & UP WITH A WIDE RANGE OF DISABILITIES. THEY OFFER A BARRIER FREE CAMP SETTING SO THAT THOSE WITH DISABILITIES CAN PARTICIPATE IN ALL MANNER OF ACTIVITIES. IT IS A PLACE FILLED WITH FUN, RECREATION AND FRIENDSHIP. THIS CAMP ALSO PROVIDES OVERNIGHT RESPITE AND DAYTIME RESPITE.

CONTACT INFO

- (616)677-5251
- 0-1859 LAKE MICHIGAN DRIVE, GRAND RAPIDS, MI
- Website: www.ikuslife.org

CAMP SUNSHINE

THIS CAMP IS FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH MILD TO MODERATE COGNITIVE IMPAIRMENTS AGED 12-50. EACH CAMPER IS PAIRED WITH A VOLUNTEER COUNSELOR FOR 4 DAYS/3 NIGHTS.

CONTACT INFO

- (616)994-9897
- 291 W. LAKEWOOD BLVD., STE G, HOLLAND, MI
- Website: www.campsunshinemichigan.org

OTHER

- AREA CHURCHES
- LOCAL LIBRARIES
- VOLUNTEERING
- CITY SPONSORED PROGRAMS/EVENTS

LOOK FOR THE ARC OF ALLEGAN COUNTY’S MONTHLY COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS CALENDAR FOR IDEAS ON WHAT’S HAPPENING IN OUR COMMUNITY THAT ARE OFTEN FREE(OR LOW COST) AND LOTS OF FUN! FIND IT ON FACEBOOK AND OUR WEBSITE: www.arcallegan.org
MEDICAL & CLINICAL

IN THIS SECTION YOU WILL FIND: ASSISTANCE WITH MEDICAL SUPPLIES AND REIMBURSEMENTS AS WELL AS INFORMATION ON HOW TO AND WHERE TO ACCESS OTHER HEALTH AND CLINICALLY BASED NEEDS AND SERVICES

ALLEGAN COUNTY COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH

COUNSELING FOR THOSE WITH MEDICAID OR WITH NO INSURANCE. CALL FOR A PHONE ASSESSMENT TO SEE IF YOU QUALIFY.

CONTACT INFO
- ACCESS & EMERGENCY SERVICES (269)673-0202 OR (888)354-0596
- CRISIS/OUTPATIENT/CLINIC SERVICES (269)673-6617 OR (800)795-6617
- 3285 122nd AVE., ALLEGAN, MI
- Website: www.accmhs.org

ALLEGAN COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT

OUR GOAL IS TO ATTAIN THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE STANDARD OF PERSONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND WELL-BEING THROUGH DISEASE PREVENTION, HEALTH PROMOTION, POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND ASSURANCE OF ACCESS TO QUALITY CARE. TB TESTING ($15) AND IMMUNIZATIONS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY. FEES FOR VACCINATIONS VARY, SEE WEBSITE FOR DETAILS. HEARING AND VISION SCREENINGS AVAILABLE FOR CHILDREN FREE OF CHARGE.

CONTACT INFO
- (269)673-0205
- (269)673-5411 FOR TB TEST OR IMMUNIZATION APPOINTMENTS
- 2233 33rd ST., ALLEGAN, MI
- Website: www.allegancounty.org
ALLEGAN COUNTY SENIOR SERVICES/ALLEGAN COUNTY COMMISSION ON AGING

ADULT DAY CARE, HOME DELIVERED MEALS. PERSONAL CARE-IN -HOME RESPITE, HOMEMAKING AND TRANSPORTATION FOR THOSE 60 YEARS AND OLDER WHO LIVE IN ALLEGAN COUNTY.

CONTACT INFO
● (269)673-3333 OR TOLL FREE (877)673-5333
● 3255 122nd AVE., SUITE 102, ALLEGAN, MI

CHILDREN’S SPECIAL HEALTH CARE SERVICES (CSHCS)

CSHCS PROVIDES MEDICAL COVERAGE AND REFERRALS TO CHILDREN UNDER THE AGE OF 20 WITH A QUALIFYING MEDICAL CONDITION. MUST BE A U.S. CITIZEN AND MICHIGAN RESIDENT. CAN APPLY ONLINE.

CONTACT INFO
● (269)673-5411
● 2233 33rd ST., ALLEGAN, MI (LOCATED IN THE ALLEGAN CO. HEALTH DEPT)
● Website: http://www.michigan.gov (UNDER SEARCH TYPE CSHCS)

CHRISTIAN NEIGHBORS, INC,

SERVING PLAINWELL & OTSEGO RESIDENTS
MEDICAL PAYMENT ASSISTANCE AND PRESCRIPTION COSTS ASSISTANCE

CONTACT INFO
● (269)685-4166
● 282 12th ST., PLAINWELL, MI
● Website: www.christianneighbors.org
DHHS (DEPT. OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES)

CASH ASSISTANCE, MEDICAID, ADULTS AND CHILDREN’S PROTECTIVE SERVICES, ADULT HOME HEALTH, MEDICAL AND SERVICES PROVIDED TO VULNERABLE OR ABUSED CHILDREN AND ADULTS.

CONTACT INFO

- (269)673-7700 OR TOLL FREE (855)275-6424
- (855)444-3911 TO REPORT ABUSE/NEGLECT OF CHILDREN & ADULTS
- 3255 122nd ST., ALLEGAN, MI
- Website: www.allegancounty.org/Government/HD

EVERGREEN CARE SERVICES

HEARING AND HEARING AID CLINICS, MEDICARE AND MEDICAID ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

CONTACT INFO

- (616)355-5118 OR TOLL FREE (888)201-9145
- 480 STATE ST., HOLLAND, MI
- Website: www.evergreencommons.org

HOSPICE OF HOLLAND

PALLIATIVE CARE SERVICES

CONTACT INFO

- (616)396-5444
- 270 HOOVER BLVD., HOLLAND, MI
- Website: www.hollandhospice.org
WINGS OF HOPE HOSPICE

PALLIATIVE AND HOSPICE SERVICES

CONTACT INFO
● (269)686-8659
● 530 LINN ST., ALLEGAN, MI
● Website: wingsofhopehospice.com

RENEWED HOPE HEALTH CLINIC

FREE MEDICAL CLINIC AND COUNSELING SERVICES FOR UNINSURED ADULTS BELOW THE 200% POVERTY LEVEL. ALSO SERVING THOSE UNDER-INSURED. MUST BE 18 YEARS OR OLDER. PHYSICIAN SERVICES BY APPOINTMENT ONLY.

CONTACT INFO
● (269)355-3053
● 894 MARSHALL ST., ALLEGAN, MI
● Website: Renewedhopehealth.org

INTERCARE COMMUNITY HEALTH NETWORK

PROVIDES MEDICAL AND DENTAL CARE FOR PERSONS WITH OR WITHOUT INSURANCE. ALSO OFFERS IN-PERSON OR OVER-THE-PHONE ASSISTANCE WITH MEDICARE AND AFFORDABLE HEALTHCARE APPLICATIONS.

CONTACT INFO:
● (855)869-6900
● PULLMAN LOCATION: 5498 109th AVE., PULLMAN
● Website: www.intercare.org
MICHIGAN FAMILY TO FAMILY (F2F)

PROVIDES RESOURCES, INFORMATION AND EDUCATION FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH WITH SPECIAL HEALTH CARE NEEDS, THE FAMILIES WHO LOVE THEM AND THE PROFESSIONALS WHO SUPPORT THEM.

CONTACT INFO

● (517)324-7396
● Website: www.f2fmichigan.org

AIRWAY OXYGEN

RESPIRATORY AND CLINICAL SERVICES
24 HOUR ON-CALL EMERGENCY SERVICE
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT PURCHASE & RENTAL

FEES

YES

CONTACT INFO

● LOCAL (616)247-3900
● 1(800)632-0730
● Website: www.airwayoxygennenic.com

MY COMMUNITY DENTAL CENTER

FULL DENTAL SERVICES - PLEASE SEE WEBSITE FOR FURTHER INFO

FEES

VARIATES

CONTACT INFO

● (269)673-3619
● 1535 LINCOLN RD. ALLEGAN, MI
● Website: www.mydental.org
LENDING HANDS OF MICHIGAN INC.

LENDING HOME MEDICAL EQUIPMENT FREE FOR UP TO SEVEN MONTHS TO RESIDENTS OF SOUTHWEST MICHIGAN COUNTIES INCLUDING ALLEGAN, NORTHERN BERRIEN, CALHOUN, CASS, KALAMAZOO, ST. JOSEPH AND VAN BUREN.

CONTACT INFO
• (269)567-4381
• 2403 HELEN AVE, PORTAGE, MI 49002
• Website: www.lendinghandsmi.org

PAWS WITH A CAUSE

SUPPORT DOGS FOR THOSE WITH DISABILITIES INCLUDING SERVICE DOGS, HEARING DOGS, SEIZURE DOGS AND SERVICE DOGS FOR CHILDREN WITH AUTISM.

ELIGIBILITY
VARIATES BASED ON SUPPORT DOG NEEDED

FEES
NONE

CONTACT INFO
• (616)877-7297 - NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS
• 4646 South Division, Wayland, MI 49348
• Email: paws@pawswithacause.org
• Website: www.pawswithacause.org
HOUSING

IN THIS SECTION YOU WILL FIND: OPTIONS AND IDEAS FOR HOUSING OFFERING DIFFERENT LEVELS OF SUPPORT. THIS SECTION HIGHLIGHTS A VARIETY OF PROVIDERS, IDEAS AND RESOURCES TO START MAKING A PLAN.

COMMUNITY BASED OPTIONS TO CONSIDER
- RENT AN APARTMENT WITH A FRIEND
- RENT OR BUY A HOME
- CREATE AN APARTMENT IN THE FAMILY HOME
- ROOM AND BOARD
- ADULT FOSTER CARE
- SPECIALIZED RESIDENTIAL

MSHDA (MICHIGAN HOUSING LOCATOR)
SEARCH ONLINE FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING BASED ON LOCATION, AMENITIES AND PRICE RANGE.

CONTACT INFO
- Website: www.michiganhousinglocator.com

COMMUNITY HOUSING ADVOCATES

HOUSING VOUCHER PROGRAM

CONTACT INFO
- (616)277-1272
- Email: sandy@hcv.comcastbiz.net
- Website: www.michigan.gov/mshda
HERITAGE HOMES INC. (HHI)

AFFORDABLE HOUSING. MUST BE ABLE TO VERIFY THAT HOUSEHOLD IS HOMELESS, AT RISK OF HOMELESSNESS OR HAS A DISABILITY.

CONTACT INFO
- (616)395-9311
- 400 136th AVE., BLDG 200, STE. 205, HOLLAND, MI
- Website: www.heritagehomesinc.org

ALLEGAN COUNTY COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH BLDG.

HOMELESS ASSISTANCE PROGRAM, HOUSING RESOURCE SPECIALIST, SOAR SERVICE PROVIDER

CONTACT INFO
- (269)686-4703 OR (269)673-3384
- 3283 122nd AVE., ALLEGAN, MI
- Website: www.accmhs.org
RESOURCES

IN THIS SECTION YOU WILL FIND: A SAMPLING OF AREA RESOURCES THAT ARE AN IMPORTANT REFERENCE WHEN EXPLORING COMMUNITY RESOURCES FOR AVAILABLE SERVICES, SUPPORTS AND LINKS TO THE APPROPRIATE AGENCIES.

ALLEGAN COUNTY 2-1-1

NEED-BASED REFERRALS TO AREA RESOURCES IN DATABASE

CONTACT INFO

- DIAL 2-1-1
- Website: www.acuw.org/211-find-help

ALLEGAN COUNTY AREA EDUCATION SERVICE AGENCY (AAESA)

PROVIDE AND SUPPORT EFFECTIVE RELEVANT EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING, SERVE THE COMMUNITY THROUGH QUALITY RESOURCES, COLLABORATION AND COMPASSION, AND INTENTIONALLY LEAD USING EVIDENCE BASED PRACTICES.

CONTACT INFO

- INFORMATION HOTLINE (269)686-5200
- (269)512-7700
- 310 THOMAS STREET, ALLEGAN, MI
- Website: www.alleganaesa.org
ALLEGAN COUNTY AREA TECHNICAL & EDUCATIONAL CENTER

OFFERS A VARIETY OF PROGRAMS THAT IMPROVE LEADERSHIP AND EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

CONTACT INFO
- (269)521-7800
- 2891 116th AVE, ALLEGAN, MI
- Website: www.alleganaesa.org/domain/36

ALLEGAN COUNTY TRANSPORTATION

MUST CALL BY NOON THE DAY BEFORE YOU REQUIRE TRANSPORTATION.

CONTACT INFO
- (269)673-4229 OR (877)788-2287
- 750 AIRWAY DRIVE, ALLEGAN, MI
- Website: Transportation - Home

COMMUNITY ACTION-ALLEGAN COUNTY

CASE COORDINATION AND SUPPORT; INTERVENTION; ASSISTANCE AND SUPPORT FOR SENIORS. TRANSPORTATION AND ESCORT SERVICES. UTILITY ASSISTANCE. HEAD START PROGRAM. EMERGENCY FOOD ASSISTANCE PROGRAM FOR INDIVIDUALS AND FAMILIES EXPERIENCING INCOME CHALLENGES.

CONTACT INFO
- (269)673-5472
- 323 WATER STREET, ALLEGAN, MI
- Website: www.communityactionallegan.org
DHHS (DEPT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES)

MEDICAID; EMPLOYMENT TRAINING SERVICES; ADULTS AND CHILDREN’S PROTECTIVE SERVICES; ADULT HOME HELP; TRANSPORTATION

CONTACT INFO
● (269)673-7700 OR TOLL FREE (855)275-6424
● (855)444-3911 TO REPORT ABUSE/NEGLECT OF CHILDREN OR ADULTS
● 3255 122nd, ALLEGAN, MI
● Website: www.allegancounty.org/government/HD

DISABILITY NETWORK

ASSISTS INDIVIDUALS OF ALL AGES WITH DISABILITIES IN OTTAWA AND ALLEGAN COUNTIES. SERVICES INCLUDE INFORMATION AND REFERRAL, ACCESSIBILITY ASSESSMENTS, PROGRAMS FOR YOUTH. INDEPENDENT LIVING SERVICES AND CONSULTATION ON EMPLOYMENT CONCERNS. PRESENTATIONS ON DISABILITY RELATED TOPICS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE.

CONTACT INFO
● (616)396-5326
● 442 CENTURY LANE, HOLLAND, MI
● Website: www.dnlakeshore.org

MEDIATION SERVICES

MEDIATION SERVICES PROVIDES PEOPLE AN OPPORTUNITY TO MOVE BEYOND FESTERING HURTS AND FIND A WAY FORWARD TOGETHER TO A BRIGHTER FUTURE. SERVICES INCLUDE TRUANCY, SPECIAL EDUCATION AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION.

CONTACT INFO
● (616)399-1600
● LAKEWOOD PROFESSIONAL BLDG.
  291 W. LAKEWOOD BLVD, STE. 9, HOLLAND, MI
● Website: www.mediationservices.works
MICHIGAN ALLIANCE FOR FAMILIES

MICHIGAN ALLIANCE FOR FAMILIES ASSISTS PARENTS IN UNDERSTANDING THEIR SPECIAL EDUCATION RIGHTS AND PROTECTIONS, COMMUNICATING THEIR CHILDREN’S NEEDS AND FINDING INFORMATION TO HELP THEIR CHILDREN DEVELOP AND LEARN. THEY OFFER INFORMATION AND REFERRALS ON DISABILITY AND SPECIAL EDUCATION ISSUES INVOLVING CHILDREN AND YOUNG ADULTS FROM BIRTH TO AGE 26.

FEES
NONE

CONTACT INFO
 ● BETHANN ROBINS - Parent Mentor for Allegan County (269)364-6317
 ● Email: bethann@michiganallianceforfamilies.org
 ● 1-800-552-4821
 ● Website: www.michiganallianceforfamilies.org

CATHOLIC CHARITIES OF WEST MICHIGAN

FOOD PANTRIES/BABY SUPPORT/FAMILY SUPPORT/COUNSELING/ADOPTION & FOSTER CARE

ELIGIBILITY
VARIABLES BASED ON PROGRAM

FEES
NONE

CONTACT INFO
 ● (616)796-9595
 ● Website: www.ccwestmi.org
GOODWILL SERVICES OF SW MICHIGAN

- JOB TRAINING
- SKILL BUILDING
- RETAIL WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
- MONEY WORKS
- RETURN-TO-WORK
- GOOD TEMPS

ELIGIBILITY
VARIES BY REFERRAL SOURCES & FUNDING

FEES
NONE

CONTACT INFO
- CORPORATE (231)722-7871
- SW MI (269)673-2479
- Website: www.goodwillswmi.org

SALVATION ARMY

- EMERGENCY NEEDS
- SHELTER
- HOUSING
- YOUTH CAMPS & RECREATION

ELIGIBILITY
ASSESSMENT TO DETERMINE ELIGIBILITY

CONTACT INFO
- (616) 392-4461
- Email: wmiholland@usc.salvationarmy.org
- Website: https://centralusa.salvationarmy.org/holland/
**LOVE, INC.**

- EMERGENCY NEEDS
- SHELTER
- JOB SKILLS
- FOOD, HOUSEHOLD/PERSONAL CARE, BABY, FURNITURE, CLOTHING MINISTRIES
- CLASSES OFFERED FOLLOWING ORIENTATION
- PROJECT RAMP

**ELIGIBILITY**
ASSESSMENT TO DETERMINE ELIGIBILITY

**FEES**
NONE

**CONTACT INFO**
- 4621 135TH AVE., P.O. BOX 36, HAMILTON, MI 49419
- (269)751-2533
- Website: [https://www.loveincnwa.org/](https://www.loveincnwa.org/)
- Website: [https://www.loveincnwa.org/pullman.html](https://www.loveincnwa.org/pullman.html)

**OPEN ARMS**

ASSISTANCE FOR PROBLEMS WITH EVICTION NOTICES, PAYING UTILITY BILLS, MEDICAL BILLS OR CAR REPAIRS.

**CONTACT INFO**
- CHRIST MEMORIAL CHURCH
  595 GRAAFSCHAP RD., HOLLAND 49423
- (616)796-3365
- terri@atlasministries.org
HELPFUL STATE ORGANIZATIONS

- THE ARC MICHIGAN (1-800-292-7851)
- AUTISM SOCIETY OF MICHIGAN (1-800-223-6722)
- DISABILITY RIGHTS MICHIGAN (1-800-288-5923)
- MICHIGAN DEPT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES (1-855-275-6424)
- UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY OF MICHIGAN (1-800-828-2714)
- MICHIGAN ALLIANCE OF FAMILIES (1-800-552-4821)
- MICHIGAN COALITION FOR DEAF AND HARD OF HEARING (1-800-968-7327)
- CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL OF MICHIGAN (1-888-362-2500)
- BRAIN INJURY ASSOCIATION OF MICHIGAN-WEST MICHIGAN CHAPTER (1-800-444-6443)
- MICHIGAN DEPT OF EDUCATION (1-866-990-3227)
- ASSOCIATION FOR THE BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED (1-800-466-8084)
- STATE OF MICHIGAN COUNCIL ON DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES (1-800-466-8084)
- WAYNE STATE DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES INSTITUTE (1-888-978-4334 OR 1-313-577-2654) ddi.wayne.edu
HELPFUL NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

- THE ARC US (1-800-433-5255)
- ADMINISTRATION ON INTELLIGENCE AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES (1-202-401-4541)
- NATIONAL DOWN SYNDROME SOCIETY (1-800-221-4602)
- UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY (1-800-872-5827)
- NATIONAL ORGANIZATION ON FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME (1-800-666-6327)